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ABSTRACT
Nineteen species of sea anemones sensu stricto (Anthozoa: Zoantharia: Actiniaria) are
documented from the Moreton Bay region in eastern Australia, based primarily on specimens
observed and collected during the Moreton Bay International Marine Biological Workshop in
February 2005. Each species is taxonomically diagnosed, and information on the distribution
of these species elsewhere in Australia is provided based on new field observations and
museum records. Three species (Anthopleura handi, A. buddemeieri and Verrillactis paguri)
were not previously recorded from Australia. Actinia australiensis was previously known only
from south of Moreton Bay, and Gyractis sesere was recorded from eastern Australia for the
first time. An unidentified species of Diadumene was found, providing the first record of the
genus from Australia. A key to the 18 fully identified species is included. The sea anemone
fauna reported in this paper is predominantly tropical to subtropical, with 14 species known
primarily from the tropics, and four known primarily from the temperate zone; the other was
not identified to species. q Australia, biogeography, new records, taxonomy.
The Moreton Bay International Marine Biological
Workshop, held in February 2005, prov ided us an 
opportunity to study species composition and
distribution of sea anemones (cnidarian order
Actiniaria) within and adjac ent to Moreton Bay. 
We review the fauna from this region, and pro -
vide an account of 19 species, based mainly on
external features of live animals, and update
Australian distribution rec ords for those species.
A key that can be used to identify the 18 fully
identified species in life is included.
This subtropical location in southeast Queens -
land has a marine biota with both temp erate and
tropical elements, including corals and associated 
coral reef organisms (Tibbetts et al. 1998; Dennison
& Abal 1999). The envir onment is in fluenced by 
outflows from several rivers, and proximity to
Greater Brisbane, a large and rapidly growing
city. The offshore region is still relatively pristine
and is affected by the tropical East Austr alian
Current, as well as intermittent northerly flowing
currents. Rainfall is variable in the region, typi -
cally being high during the summer months (Dec -
em ber to February). Episodic fresh water flooding
may profoundly influence the fauna of inner
Moreton Bay: such eve nts have led to tempo -
rary extirpation of corals at the family level
(Lovell 1989). All these factors, as well as the
risk of introduction of invasive species, are poten -
tially relevant to the sea anem one fauna of
Moreton Bay. 
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Australia’s sea anemones have had scant
atten t ion in comparison with other members of
Anthozoa (especially scleractinian corals and
octocorals). The 110 species of anemones re -
corded from Australia, including its Antar ctic
waters (Fautin 2008), have been estimated to
represent perhaps half of Australia’s actiniarians
(Wol stenholme & Wallace 2004). As is true for
sea anemones in most parts of Australia, large-
to medium-sized shallow-water species of Moreton
Bay have been documented (e.g. Hadley 1973;
Richardson et al. 1997), but some smaller, cryptic, 
or deeper water species may have been over -
looked. Eight species of Actiniaria are men -
tioned in a guide to the Moreton Bay biota (Davie
et al. 1998): Actinia tenebrosa, Oulactis muscosa,
and Aulactinia veratra (rocky shores), the swim -
ming anemone Boloceroides mcmurrichi (coastal
wetlands), and anemonefish hosts Stichodactyla
haddoni and Macrodactyla doreensis (sand, mud,
and seagrass), and Entacmaea quadricolor and
Heteractis crispa (coral reefs). 
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FIG. 1. Map of the Moreton Bay region, indicating locations of specimens reported in this account. MBRS =
Moreton Bay Research Station of the University of Queensland, base for The Thirteenth International Marine 
Biological Workshop. Two locations not shown, Caloundra and Point Cartwright lie just to the north.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
SITES, HABITATS, AND COLLECTING METHODS
Sites sampled during the Moreton Bay Inter -
national Marine Biological Workshop were with -
in and immediately outside Moreton Bay (approx.
26°50’ to 27°50’S and 153°13' to 153°26'E) (Fig. 1). 
Hab itats included intertidal mud and sand flats 
(Fig. 2A), rocky reefs, platforms, and outcrops
adjacent to sandy beaches (Fig. 2B), and sub -
tidal fringing coral reefs. Collecting was done
mainly by hand, either at low tide or by SCUBA
diving, although some specimens were obtain -
ed from samples taken during the dredging
program of the Workshop. 
TAXONOMIC INFORMATION
Appearance in life is described from spec -
imens from Moreton Bay and surrounding
waters. Terminology follows Carlgren (1949);
explanations and illustrations of most terms can
be found in Fautin & Mariscal (1991) and Tang -
ney et al. (2007). Bibliographic and pub lished
distributional information comes from the data -
base ̀ Hexacorallians of the World’ (Fautin 2008). 
Definitions of higher taxa are taken from Carl -
gren (1949) or published up dates, some reworded
or reformatted for con sistency; nomenclatural
and type specim en data are from Fautin et al.
(2007b).
MATERIAL EXAMINED
Specimens collected during the Workshop were
deposited in the Museum of Tropical Queensland
(MTQ), Townsville, a campus of the Queensland
Museum. Additional specimens from Moreton
Bay were examined in the collections of the
Queensland Museum, Bris bane (QM) and the
Australian Museum, Sydney (AM). Previously
unpublished occurrence records from else where
in Australia come from specimens collected by us 
and others during 2005 and 2006 from Queens -
land, North ern Territory, and around Sydney,
New South Wales, and specimens we examined 
in the Museum and Art Gallery of the Northern
Territory, Darwin (NTM), MTQ, South Australian
Museum (SAM), Queen Victoria Mus eum and
Art Gallery, Laun ceston (QVM), and Western
Australian Museum (WAM). Type spec i mens
exam ined by Daphne G. Fautin in mus eums
world wide (abbreviations below) are ment ioned in
the text. Those who assisted in collecting the
material reported here are: Robert W. Buddemeier
(RWB), Andrea L. Crowther (ALC), Daphne G.
Fautin (DGF), Michela Mitchell (MM), Paul R.
Muir (PRM), and Carden C. Wallace (CCW).
Specimens were photographed live in the field
wherever possible, and most were returned to the 
laboratory where they were examined alive and/or
preserved for taxonomically imp ortant details. For 
most specimens, nematocysts from tent acles, actino -
pharynx, mesenterial fila ments, col umn, and, if
present, acrorhagi and acontia were measured.
Spec imens to be deposited in museums were relaxed
in isotonic magnesium chlor ide/sea water solution,
and fixed in 10% formalin. Histological sect ions
were cut from some specimens, and stained with
Mallory Heidenhain Trichrome.
Our report does not include members of the
family Edwardsiidae — worm-like, burrowing
anemones. Specimens of this family were sent
to Marymegan Daly, who is revising the family
and will include the Moreton Bay material in
her study.
MUSEUMS
Museums from which type material was exam -
ined by DGF, in addition to those listed above,
are: American Museum of Natural History, New 
York, New York, USA (AMNH); Bernice P. Bishop
Museum, Honolulu, Hawai'i, USA (BPBM); Natural
History Museum, London, UK (BMNH);
California Academy of Sciences, San Francisco,
California, USA (CAS); Canterbury Museum,
Christchurch, New Zealand (CM); Museum für
Naturkunde der Humboldt Universität, Berlin,
Germany (MNB); Museum of Zoology, Lund
University, Sweden (LO); Natural History
Museum, Göteborg, Sweden (NHMG);
Phyletisches Museum, Jena, Germany (PMJ);
Senckenberg Museum, Frank furt am Main,
Germany (SMF); Swedish Mus eum of Natural
History, Stockholm, Sweden (SMNH);
University of Kansas Natural History Museum,
Lawrence, Kansas, USA (KUNHM); University
Museum of Zoology, Cambridge, UK (UMZ);
Yale Peabody Museum, New Haven, Connecticut,
USA (YPM); and Zoologisches Museum, Hamburg,
Germany (ZMH).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Eighteen species of Actiniaria were recorded
in and around Moreton Bay (Table 1), and an
additional species identified only to the genus
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Diadumene. This is not a complete inventory of
Moreton Bay sea anemones. Aside from the
edwardsiids, the identity of some species has
not been resolved, including one that was
photographed in the field but not collected, and 
one that is taxonomically problematic and will
be the subject of a separate publication. New
records for Australia are Anthopleura handi and
A. budd emeieri; A. handi is common in the rocky
intertidal zone on protected sites inside Moreton
Bay, and A. buddemeieri occurs on exp osed beach
sites outside the Bay. We include other new
Australian records of these species from the
Northern Territory and the Sydney region of
New South Wales. Verrillactis paguri is also newly
recorded from Australia. Actinia australiensis,
previously known only from New South Wales,
is newly recorded from Moreton Bay. The uniden -
tified species of Diadumene is possibly new to
science; anemones of this genus, which is a well-
 known invasive (e.g. Zabin et al. 2004), have not 
previously been recorded from Australia to our 
knowledge.
The record of sea anemones new for Moreton
Bay and, in some cases, for Australia, is an
important step in the documentation of Aus -
tralia’s anemone fauna, and the role of these
animals in coastal ecosystems.
Actiniarians from the Moreton Bay region include
14 predominantly tropical species and four pre -
dom inantly temperate species (Table 1). The pres -
ence of these two faunal types is a characteristic
of the region’s biota (Davie & Hooper 1998;
Tibbetts et al. 1998; Dennison & Abal 1999). This 
finding was also true of other taxa studied by
participants in the Moreton Bay Work shop.
The Workshop inventory of marine organ -
isms forms an important baseline. More ton Bay,
at the interface of tropical and tem perate faunas
of eastern Australia, repres ents a vital part of the 
eastern Australian coastal zone, which must be
continuously mon itored for chan ges in species
diversity, altered competition for habitat and
resources, and species extinc tions and arrivals
associated with global clim ate change. It is pos -
sible that tropical sea anem ones not currently
present in the region might expand southwards in
response to elev ated sea surface temperatures
associated with climate change. This may intro -
duce com petition for resources and thus have
an im pact on species currently present in the
Bay. Warmer conditions may also affect distri -
bution of tem perate species, most of which (from
re cords so far) are concentrated in shallow water.
Pressure on the Bay due to the demands of a
rapidly growing human population will increase
along side the ameliorating effects of changes
such as improvements in habitat conditions
and/or water quality due to marine protected
areas, cessation of coral mining, and other
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FIG. 2. Examples of intertidal sampling sites at Moreton Bay, photographed at low tide. A, mud-sand flat,
Dunwich, North Stradbroke Island, showing eelgrass (Zostera capricorni). B, wave-exposed rocky outcrops
on sandy beach, Frenchman’s Beach, North Stradbroke Island.
environmental initia tives associated with the
Moreton Bay Marine Park (Harrison et al. 1998). 
Success in managing the marine park and
enhancement of water qual ity and other factors
will be critical to ensuring that these changes
take place against a back ground of maximal
environmental quality.
Species recorded only on the ocean side of
North Stradbroke Island, particularly subtidal
species associated with coral reefs (Entacmaea
quadricolor, Heteractis spp., see Table 1), might
be expected to establish themselves inside the
Bay in response to improved conditions. In the
case of corals, entry or re-entry of species is
already occurring (C. Wallace, I. Fellegara & P.
Harrison pers. comm.), possibly enhanced by the
absence of spikes in freshwater input into the Bay
due to several recent seasons of low rainfall in the
catchment regions. 
Key to Living Sea Anemones of Moreton Bay
This key uses characters such as behaviour,
posture, stickiness, and colour that disappear in
preservation. But beware that tentacle form
(length, existence of bulbs) may change while the
animal is alive. There may be 2, 3, or 5 choices at
each junction point.
1. Tentacles not deciduous. . . . . . . . . . .2
— Tentacles deciduous, can move in coordinated
rowing motion to effect swimming; so
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Anthopleura buddemeieri Fautin, 2005 x
Anthopleura handi Dunn, 1978 x
Boloceroides mcmurrichi (Kwietniewski, 1898) x x
Calliactis polypus (ForsskDl, 1775) x
Entacmaea quadricolor (Leuckart in Rüppell &
Leuckart, 1828)
x
Gyractis sesere (Haddon & Shackleton, 1893) x
Heteractis crispa (Hemprich & Ehrenberg in
Ehrenberg, 1834)
x x
Heteractis malu (Haddon & Shackleton, 1893) x x
Heteranthus verruculatus Klunzinger, 1877 x x
Macrodactyla doreensis (Quoy & Gaimard, 1833) x x
Stichodactyla haddoni (Saville-Kent, 1893) x
Stichodactyla tapetum (Hemprich & Ehrenberg
in Ehrenberg, 1834)
x
Triactis producta Klunzinger, 1877 x
Verrillactis paguri (Verrill, 1869) x
Temperate to subtropical
Actinia australiensis Carlgren, 1950 x
Actinia tenebrosa Farquhar, 1898 x
Aulactinia veratra (Drayton in Dana, 1846) x
Oulactis muscosa (Drayton in Dana, 1846) x
  Table 1. Distribution in the Moreton Bay region of the 18 species of actiniarians identified to species.
numerous they hide oral disc and may hide
entire animal; each tentacle pointed. Column
typically less than 10 mm long. . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . Boloceroides mcmurrichi
2. Tentacles all alike. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
— Tentacles of two distinct types. Discal
tentacles sparse, papillose; marginal ones
longer, slender. . . Heteranthus verruculatus
3. No acontia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
— Pink or salmon acontia can be emitted
through cinclides located proximally; pedal 
disc attached to gastropod shell; column
length and base diameter similar. . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Calliactis polypus
— White acontia not readily emitted. Attached
at columella or aperture of gastropod shell;
pedal disc very broad relative to column;
tentacles short, stubby, white; column white.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Verrillactis paguri
4. Each tentacle lacking a bulb although its
end may be blunt or swollen. . . . . . . . 5
— Tentacles brown, cylindrical; some or all
may have terminal or subterminal bulb
tipped with red. Column typically brown.
Animals may be clonal. Expanded oral disc
broader than pedal disc; expanded diameter
typically greater than 80 mm. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .  Entacmaea quadricolor
5. Column smooth. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
— Column with verrucae, to which debris may
adhere. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
— Column with branched outgrowths that bear
stalked spheres. . . . . . .  Triactis producta
6. Column, oral disc, tentacles dull red; each
tentacle with blue-grey tip, oral disc flecked 
with white. . . . . . . .  Actinia australiensis
— Column and oral disc typically brown to
maroon; tentacles bright solid red. . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Actinia tenebrosa
7. Expanded oral disc much broader than pedal
disc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8
— Expanded oral disc not much broader than
pedal disc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11
8. Tentacles short, cover most of oral disc. .  9
— Tentacles long, tentacles sparse on central
oral disc, most at margin. . . . . . . . . . 10
9. Oral disc flat, usually less than 100 mm
diameter, tentacles arranged in distinct fields,
may be so crowded that each resembles a
kernel of maize. . . .  Stichodactyla tapetum
— Flat to wavy oral disc usually greater than
100 mm diameter, densely covered with
sticky tentacles, each pointed or with blunt
to mildly swollen end; exocoelic tentacles
maybe more robust than endocoelic ones. .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  Stichodactyla haddoni
10. Column thin with eye-shaped verrucae;
long tentacles sparse, may assume cork
screw form, each inner one brown, may
have light longitudinal stripe; oral disc may 
be brown with radial light stripes. . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . Macrodactyla doreensis
— Column thin, flared, with few verrucae per
row; tentacles short, sparse; distal column
violet-brown, lower column may be solid
or splotched with yellow, orange or red. . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   Heteractis malu
— Column thick, leathery, flared, with many
verrucae per row; distal column grey-white.
Tentacles abundant, normally long. . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Heteractis crispa
11. Column grey with attached shell grit;
acrorhagi marginal, large, white, feathery.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Oulactis muscosa
— Column grey with red punctations, the proxi -
mal ones simply pigment spots; to 25 mm in 
length and pedal disc diameter.. . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . .  Anthopleura buddemeieri
— Column beige, 15–30 mm in diameter; oral
disc grey; tentacles to 30 mm long, with
light bars across them. . . Anthopleura handi
— Column green or brown, 50–60 mm in
diameter; tentacles to 40 mm long, rusty red 
or green or light brown. .  Aulactinia veratra
— Column grey, oral disc greenish; tentacles
without bars, more than 100 in number. . .




Definition. Pedal disc present but lacking basilar
muscles; column smooth, lacking outgrowths;
no marginal sphincter muscle; no distinct siph -
ono glyphs. Inner tentacles much longer than
marginal ones; tentacles non- retractile; each with
basal sphincter muscle that allows tentacle to be 
cast off. Longitudinal muscles of tentacles and
column, and radial muscles of oral disc ecto -
dermal; mesenterial retractor muscles weak. Six
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pairs of mesenteries commonly complete, but
more may be present in asexually-produced
individuals; more mesenteries distally than prox -
imally. All mesenteries except directives may
be fertile. Cnidom: spirocysts, basitrichs, micro -
basic p-mastigophores, microbasic amastigophores.
Spirocysts occur in the column. Capable of swim -
ming by rowing movements of tentacles.
Type species: Bolocera mcmurrichi Kwietniew -
ski, 1898.
Boloceroides mcmurrichi (Kwietniewski, 1898)
(Fig. 3)
Bolocera mc murrichi Kwietniewski, 1898: 387, 389,
394–395, pl. 25, figs 10–11.
Boloceroides hermaphroditica Carlgren, 1900: 18–19.
Nectothela lilae Verrill, 1928: 14, fig. 2d–f.
Material Examined. HOLOTYPE: Nectothela lilae,
AMNH-1476, Malaekahana, Oahu, Hawai'ian Islands.
OTHER MATERIAL: Moreton Bay. Flat Rock, North
Strad broke I., M. Preker, 17.02.2005 (disintegrated).
Australia Elsewhere. MTQ-G55344, Pallar enda, NE Qld;
MTQ-G59757, 5 spec., Cockle Bay, Magnetic I., NE
Qld; NTM-C5550–51, South Shell I., Darwin, NT,
1988; NTM-C10072, East Point Sponge Gardens, Dar -
win, NT, 1990; NTM-C11907, Nhulunbuy (Gove),
NT, 1971; NTM-C12767, Darwin Harbour, NT, 1999;
NTM-C14766, Bathurst I., NT, 2003; NTM-C13653,
Darwin, NT.
Appearance. Pedal disc weakly adherent. Column 
thin-walled, translucent, to 10 mm long. Tentacles
pointed, not all same size; transparent with or
without white or cream transverse stripes; number
variable, usually around 200 (Fig. 3), but as few
as 12 in the Moreton Bay specimen examined
from North Stradbroke Island.
Habitat. Lower intertidal and shallow subtidal
of muddy or sandy areas; attaches to surfaces
including mangroves and seagrasses. Observed
attached to seagrass blades in seagrass meadows
at Dunwich near the More ton Bay Marine
Station in 2001, by I. Lawn, M. Preker & ALC.
Distribution. Red Sea; Eastern Africa; Singapore; 
Western Aus tralia; Northern Territory; eastern
Australia; Indon esia; Papua New Guinea; French
Polynesia; Hawai’i. Type locality: Ambon, Indo -
nesia.
Comments. Because of its fragility, and perhaps 
seasonality of occurrence, this spec ies is poorly
represented in museum collections and seldom
recorded in surveys. However, anec dotal evi -
dence suggests it is not uncommon in Moreton
Bay, and the specimen photo graphed by Davie
(1998: 36) (Fig. 3A) was collected from a small
muddy mangrove creek at the mouth of the
Brisbane River (P. Davie, pers. comm.). It can
cast off its tentacles, which regrow, accounting
for the variability in number and size. DGF
observed this species attached to the coral
Acropora in Madang Lagoon, Papua New
Guinea, in the late 1980s.
Further literature. TAXONOMY & DISTRIBUTION:
Carlgren (1924a); Fishelson (1970); Doumenc (1973);
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FIG. 3. Boloceroides mcmurrichi. A, live animal from Boggy Ck, Myrtletown, mouth of the Brisbane River (Photo
QM). B, preserved specimen, MTQ-G59757, from Magnetic I., north Queensland, showing many tentacles. 
Cutress (1977); Dunn (1982); Fautin (1988); Davie et
al. (1998); Paulay et al. (2003). ECOLOGY & BE HAV IOUR:




Definition. Pedal disc wide. Column low, smooth;
fosse deep, containing simple or slightly com -
pound marginal spherules. Endoderm al mar -
ginal sphincter muscle weak or strong, diffuse,
rarely with slight tendency to be meso-
endodermal. Tentacles retractile; longitud inal
muscles ectodermal. Mesenteries more numer -
ous basally than marginally; all stronger ones
except directives fertile; mesenterial retractor
muscles diffuse. Cnidom: spirocysts, holotrichs,
basitrichs, microbasic p-mastigoph ores. 
Type species: Priapus equinus Linnaeus, 1758.
Actinia australiensis Carlgren, 1950
(Fig. 4)
Actinia australiensis Carlgren, 1950a: 132–133, fig. 1.
Material Examined. SYNTYPES: LO-324-Kat 1, 11 spec.,
Sydney district, NSW, Australia; LO-324-Kat 2, 2 spec.,
along NSW coast, Australia. OTHER MATERIAL: Moreton
Bay. MTQ-G55345, Frenchman’s Beach, North Strad -
broke I., J. Phillips, 2005; MTQ-G55347, Frenchman’s
Beach, North Stradbroke I., DGF, PRM, ALC, 2005;
MTQ-G59390, Frenchman’s Beach, North Strad -
broke I., DGF, 2005; MTQ-G55346, Cylinder Beach,
North Stradbroke I., DGF et al., 2005; MTQ-G55348,
Main Beach, North Strad broke I., MM et al., 2005.
Australia Elsewhere. AM-G16963, Newport rock plat -
form, NSW, K. Attwood & CCW, 2005.
Appearance. Pedal disc at least as broad as oral
disc. Column red, to 30 mm long; may be slightly
corrugated longitudinally. Oral disc flat, about
half as broad as extended column length; red
with white flecks near base of tent acles (Fig.
4A). Approximately 96 pointed tentacles, red
with bluish-purple tips, hexamer ously arranged;
inner held upward, about half as long as oral
disc diameter; outer shorter, extended horizon -
tally. Fosse deep in life, may appear shallow in
preserved specimens; to 48 whitish marg inal
spherules. Actinopharynx usually with two siphon -
o glyphs (Fig. 4B), in some specimens only one.
Habitat. Intertidal on rocks in surf zone, espe -
cially on underside of rocks and in crevices
around low water mark. 
Distribution. New South Wales; southeast Queens -
land. Type locality: Sydney, NSW, Aus tralia. 
Comments. Carlgren (1950a) described two colour
variants, one as above. The other, having a light
olive-green or light brown column with white
streaks, and reddish brown tentacles, was not
seen in Moreton Bay. Although this species occurs
along the entire New South Wales coast, this
appears to be the first record of it in Queens -
land. 
Actinia tenebrosa Farquhar, 1898
(Fig. 5)
Actinia tenebrosa Farquhar, 1898: 527, 535–536.
Actinia c.f. equina — Blackburn, 1937: 369.
Material Examined. HOLOTYPE: CM-AQ3271, near
Well ington, New Zealand. OTHER MATERIAL: Moreton
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FIG. 4. Actinia australiensis from Frenchman’s Beach, North Stradbroke Island. A, several individuals on
under-surface of rock: note white flecks at base of tentacles. B, individual on dead oyster shell: two bright red
siphonoglyphs (si) are visible.
Bay. MTQ-G58751, Frenchman’s Beach, North Str ad-
 broke I., ALC & DGF, 2005; QM-G10529, Caloundra,
1951; QM-G304910, Point Cartwright, Mooloolaba;
QM-G317223, Point Lookout, North Stradbroke I.,
J.N.A. Hooper et al., 2000. Australia Elsewhere. AM-
G15825, Long Reef, Colloroy, NSW, 1962; AM-G16869,
Second Head, Forster, NSW, 2003; AM-G16966, New port,
NSW, M. Capa, 2005; QVM-20:580, Falmouth, Tasm ania, 
1993; QVM-29:1784, Beechport, Tasmania, 1993; QVM-
20:1785, Sandy Point, Tasmania, Bridgeport, 1993.
SAM-K3638, 3 spec., Kingston, South Australia, 1941.
Appearance. Pedal disc to approx. 40 mm
diameter. Column dark maroon, to 30 mm long.
Tentacles to 144, bright red, tapered to a point.
Marginal spherules 24, bright blue, usually deep 
within the fosse. Actinopharynx with two siph -
ono glyphs. Sphincter muscle diffuse. Longitu -
dinal muscles weak. See Carlgren (1924b) for
anat om ical details.
Habitat. Intertidal on rocks in surf zone, espec -
ially on underside of rocks and in crevices
around low water mark.
Distribution. Western, southern, and eastern
Australia from Shark Bay, Western Australia to
Heron Island, central Queensland; New Zea -
land. Type locality: near Wellington, New
Zealand. 
Comments. One of the commonest and most
easily identified Australian coastal species,
Actinia tenebrosa is not well represented in
museum collections. It can be distinguished in
life by its patternless smooth maroon column,
red tentacles and oral disc, and blue marginal
spherules. It is often referred to as the Waratah
Anemone due to the striking red colour of the
tentacles. The young are brooded internally
until they attain a considerable size. Some of the 
references below contain detailed anatomical
descriptions. In referring to this species as A.
equina, Blackburn (1937: 369) remarked, 'there
seems, however, no more justification for sepa -
r ating [A. tenebrosa] than for many other colour
varieties of A. equina.'
Further literature. TAXONOMY & DISTRIBUTION: Stuckey
(1909); Stuckey & Walton (1910); Carlgren (1924b,
1950a, b, 1954); Blackburn (1937); Parry (1951); Cutress
(1971); Ottaway (1975); Dunn (1982); Dawson (1992).
BIOLOGY & ECOLOGY: Ottaway (1973, 1979a, b); Black
& Johnson (1979); Ayre (1983, 1984a, b, 1995); Bennett
(1987); Ayre et al. (1991); Edgar (1997); Sherman &
Ayre (2008).
Anthopleura Duchassaing & Michelotti, 1860
Definition. Pedal disc well developed. Column 
with adhesive verrucae arranged in more or
less distinct longitudinal rows, especially in its
upper part. Marginal spherules present. Endo -
dermal marginal sphincter muscle weak or
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FIG. 5. Actinia tenebrosa from rock crevice at Frenchman’s Beach, North Stradbroke Island. A, individual with 
tentacles expanded (anemones in background are Aulactinia veratra). B, two individuals with tentacles
contracted at low tide. (photographs: P. Davie)
stro ng, restricted to circumscribed. Tentacles
simple, hexamerously or irregularly arranged,
their longitudinal muscles ectodermal or meso- 
ectodermal. Numerous complete mesent eries,
all the stronger ones fertile; mesenteries grow
from base; retractor muscles of the strong er mes -
en teries diffuse, sometimes restricted. Cnidom:
spirocysts, holotrichs, basitrichs, microbasic
p-mastigophores.
Type species: Anthopleura krebsi Duchassaing
& Michelotti, 1860.
Anthopleura buddemeieri Fautin, 2005 
(Fig. 6)
Anthopleura buddemeieri Fautin, 2005: 379–389, figs
1–5.
Material Examined. HOLOTYPE: KUNHM-001992,
Wongat I., Madang Lagoon, Madang, Papua New
Guinea. PARATYPES: As listed in Fautin (2005, 2008).
OTHER MATERIAL: Moreton Bay. MTQ-G55349, French- 
man’s Beach, North Stradbroke I., J. Phillips, 2005;
MTQ-G55350, Cylinder Beach, North Strad broke I.,
DGF et al., 2005; MTQ-G58753, Main Beach, North
Stradbroke I., MM et al., 2005. Australia Elsewhere.
AM-G16965, Newport Beach, NSW, M. Capa, 2005.
Appearance. Pedal disc approx. same diameter
as column. Column 9–12 mm long, 7–8 mm great -
est diameter; grey (darker distally), with red
verrucae distally, red punctations proximally.
Fosse deep. Oral disc with central mouth raised
on cone, two siphonoglyphs. Pale yellow- brown
tentacles approx. 50, in 2–3 cycles, slender,
tapering to blunt point, all approx. 5 mm long, 1 
mm wide. Oral stomata large, marginal
stomata small or absent.
Habitat. Attached to rock walls and platforms
in high-energy surf areas. One specimen was
attached to the red alga Pterocladiella capitacea
growing on rocks.
Distribution. Fiji; Papua New Guinea; eastern
Australia (Moreton Bay and Sydney region);
Singapore. Type locality: Wongat Island, Madang
Lagoon, Madang, Papua New Guinea.
Comments. These are the first records of this
species from Australia. 
Further literature. TAXONOMY & DISTRIBUTION: Fautin
(2005).
Anthopleura handi Dunn, 1978
(Fig. 7)
Anthopleura handi Dunn, 1978: 54–63, figs 1–8.
Material Examined. HOLOTYPE: CAS-15674, Jeram
Beach, Strait of Malacca, Selangor, Peninsular Malay -
sia. PARATYPES: all from type locality;  BPBM-D515;
BPBM-D516;  BPBM-D517, 3 specs; CAS-15675; CAS-
 15676;  CAS-15677; USNM-56557; USNM-56558. 
OTHER MATERIAL: Moreton Bay. MTQ-G58747, 2
spec., Dunwich, DGF & ALC, 2005; MTQ-G58759, 5
spec., Moreton Bay, 2005. Australia Elsewhere. NTM-
C3584, Ludmilla Creek, Darwin, NT, 1982; NTM-
C2263, no data; NTM-C2920, Creek ‘H’, East Arm,
Ludmilla Creek, Darwin, NT, 1984.
Appearance. Column of specimens examined 14
mm long, 9 mm wide; grey with lighter verrucae
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FIG. 6. Anthopleura buddemeieri from Main Beach, North Stradbroke  I. A, two
individuals on rock in laboratory (photograph: I. Lawn). B, preserved specimen,
MTQ-G58753, showing column with arrows indicating adhesive verruca (v),
marginal spherule (ms), and tentacle (t).
arrayed longitudinally; acrorhagus at distal end
of each column of verrucae. Oral disc with slit-
 like mouth. Grey tentacles approx. 60; length to
30 mm, diameter approx. 2 mm at base; inner
with white flecks and cross-bars (Fig. 7A). Fosse
deep. Actinoph arynx usually with two siphono -
glyphs. Broods young internally.
Habitat. Attached to rock or oyster shells on
intertidal mud flats, including the high inter -
tidal regions, where the anemones occur around
the base of rocks.
Distribution. Malaysia; Singapore; Philippines;
northern and eastern Australia. Type locality:
Jeram Beach, Strait of Malacca, Selangor, Penin -
sular Malaysia.
Comments. These are the first records of A.
handi from Australia.
Further literature. TAXONOMY & DISTRIBUTION:
England (1987); Fautin (1988). BIOLOGY & ECOL OGY:
Dunn (1982).
Aulactinia Verrill, 1864
Definition. Pedal disc well developed, capable
of distension. Column elongated, moderately
contractile; upper part covered with prominent
verrucae in longitudinal rows, the uppermost
one in each row situated just below the tentacles,
larger than the others, and lobed; foreign
material often attached to verrucae. Tentacles
numerous, simple, short. Marginal pseudo -
spherules may be present. Mesenteries well
developed, much narrower near the base,
thickened above with strong longitudinal mus -
cles. Cnidom: spirocysts, basitrichs, micro basic
p-mastigophores.
Type species: Aulactinia capitata Agassiz in
Verrill, 1864.
Aulactinia veratra (Drayton in Dana, 1846)
(Fig. 8)
Actinia veratra Drayton in Dana, 1846: 129–130.
Cribrina verruculata Lager, 1911: 233–234.
Material Examined. SYNTYPE: Cribrina verruculata,
MNB-5450, east coast of Rottnest I., WA. OTHER
MATERIAL: Moreton Bay. MTQ-G58752, Frenchman’s
Beach, North Stradbroke I., DGF & ALC, 2005;
MTQ-G58755, Cylinder Beach, North Stradbroke I.,
DGF et al., 2005; QM-G304911, Point Cartwright,
Mooloolaba; MTQ-G60025, Point Arkright, Coolum,
2007. Australia Elsewhere. AM-G16870, Second Head,
Forster, NSW, 2003; AM-G17453, 5 spec., Tasmania,
1958; AM-G16960, 4 spec., Newport, NSW, 2005.
Appearance. Expanded pedal disc diameter to
45 mm. Column to 60 mm expanded length,
dark green to deep brown. Flat oral disc same
colour as column, to 40 mm diameter. Tentacles 
tapered, brown, brownish red, or brownish
green, hexamerously arranged; inner 20 mm
long, outer to 30 mm long, may coil at ends. 
Habitat. Intertidal rocks in surf zone, especially 
on underside and in crevices around low water
mark. 
Distribution. Southern Australia from Perth,
Western Australia, to southeast Queensland.
Type locality: Wollongong, NSW, Australia. 
Comments. Retracted specimens of this species 
may appear black.
Further literature. TAXONOMY & DISTRIBUTION:
Carlgren (1950a, b, 1954); Ottaway (1975); Edmands
& Fautin (1991); Dawson (1992).
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FIG. 7. Anthopleura handi from Dunwich, North Stradbroke Island. A, oral disc of living animal in situ, showing
long, narrow tentacles with white blotches. B, side view of living animal in situ, showing broad pedal disc
(pd) and sand grains adhering to verrucae (v). C, Preserved specimen, MTQ-G58747, showing verruca (v).
Entacmaea Ehrenberg, 1834
Definition. Pedal disc well developed. Column 
smooth; margin distinct, lacking spherules or
pseudospherules; fosse generally deep. Endo -
dermal marginal sphincter muscle diffuse, some -
times weak, in rare cases some lamellae invade
mesogloea. Inner tentacles longer than outer;
longitudinal muscles ectodermal, circular muscles
endodermal. Number of siphon oglyphs variable.
Mesenteries numerous, many complete, all
stronger ones including directives fertile; mesen -
teries added at margin; a pair of directives usually
connected to each siphon oglyph; retractor mus -
cles diffuse, often band-like. Cnidom: spirocysts, 
basitrichs, mic robasic p-mastigophores. 
Type species: Actinia quadricolor Leuckart in
Rüppell & Leuckart, 1828.
Entacmaea quadricolor (Leuckart 
in Rüppell & Leuckart, 1828)
(Fig. 9)
Actinia quadricolor Leuckart in Rüppell & Leuckart,
1828: 4–5, fig. 3.
Actinia vas Quoy & Gaimard, 1833: 147–148, pl. 12,
fig. 6.
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FIG. 8. Aulactinia veratra from Frenchman’s Beach, North Stradbroke  I. A, specimens in rock
crevice. B, oral disc of living animal; note numerous long tentacles, the marginal ones
held outward, and the inner ones held perpendicular to oral disc. C, living animal in
laboratory, specimen showing column with verrucae (v) (photograph: I. Lawn); D, preserved
specimen, MTQ- G58752, dissected to show circumscribed endo dermal marginal sphincter
muscle(s).
Actinia erythrosoma Hemprich & Ehrenberg in Ehren- 
berg, 1834: 257.
Actinia adhaerens Hemprich & Ehrenberg in Ehren-
berg, 1834: 258–259.
Actinia helianthus Hemprich & Ehrenberg in Ehren-
berg, 1834: 259.
Actinia ehrenbergii Brandt, 1835: 11.
Crambactis arabica Haeckel, 1876: 4, fig. 2.
Condylactis Gelam Haddon & Shackleton, 1893: 123–
124.
Condylactis Ramsayi Haddon & Shackleton, 1893: 124.
Anemonia Kwoiam Haddon & Shackleton, 1893: 125–
126.
Gyrostoma Hertwigi Kwietniewski, 1897: 30–34.
Gyrostoma Stuhlmanni Carlgren, 1900: 39–40, pl. 1,
fig. 16.
Gyrostoma Haddoni Lager, 1911: 229–230, fig. 10.
Gyrostoma sulcatum Lager, 1911: 230–232, figs 11, 12.
Antheopsis Carlgreni Lager, 1911: 243–244, fig. 19.
Material Examined. HOLOTYPE: Actinia quadricolor:
SMF-34, near Suez, the Red Sea, Egypt. SYNTYPES:
Anemonia kwoiam: UMZ-Co182, Torres Strait. Condylactis 
ramsayi: UMZ-Co183, 3 spec., Torres Strait. Gyrostoma
hertwigii: PMJ-Coel 66, 2 spec., SMNH-57, 3 pieces,
Thursday I. Gyrostoma sulcatum: WAM-Z887, SMNH-
 4876, ZMH-5334, ZMH-5336, MNB-5443, MNB-5444, 2
spec., Shark Bay, WA. OTHER MATERIAL: Moreton Bay.
MTQ: no collection but specimens photo graphed
February 2005 (see Fig. 9). Australia Elsewhere.
AM-G15572, Bumbra Reserve, Nor folk I., 1980;
AM-G16069, 2 spec., Rundle I., Qld, 1974; AM-G16908,
Northwest I., Capricorn Group, Great Barrier Reef, Qld,
1931; AM-G16975, 3 spec., Ned’s Beach, Lord Howe
I., 1964; NTM-C3267, C3275, Coral Bay, Port
Essington, NT, 1981; NTM-C5449, Coral Bay, Port
Essington, NT, 1986; NTM-C5549, South Shell I.,
Darwin Harbour, Darwin, NT, 1988; NTM- C11912,
C11914, Shore Reef, Nightcliff, Darwin, NT, 1975;
BMNH-1054.6.28.30, 3 spec., Great Barrier Reef.
PMJ-Coel66, 2 spec., Thursday I., Torres Strait, Qld;
SMNH-667A, 2 spec., Shark Bay, WA; WAM-29-76, 5 
spec., Abrolhos, WA; WAM-33-76, 3 spec., Abrolhos,
WA.
Appearance. Pedal disc well developed, usually
narrower than oral disc. Column to 500 mm
long, oral disc to 400 mm diameter, at least
twice as broad as pedal disc. Flared column
typically rich brown but may be greenish or
reddish; in some specimens paler near base.
Deep fosse. Flat brown, greenish, or pink oral
disc may have radial white stripes around
mouth; most tentacles near margin. Tentacles
cylindrical, hardly tapered; inner 2–3 times as
long as marginal; typically brown with green -
ish cast and pink or purple tip; bulb at or just
below tip may have a white equator or be flecked
with white.
Habitat. Reef environments; base may be
attached in hole or crevice so only tentacles are
visible.
Distribution. Red Sea; eastern Africa; Indian Ocean;
Melanesia; Micronesia; Japan; across northern
Australia from Perth, WA to northern NSW.
Type locality: Near Suez, Red Sea, Egypt. 
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FIG. 9. Entacmaea quadricolor at Flat Rock, North Stradbroke  I. A, individual with expanded tentacle tips. B,
individual with tentacles in a range of expansion states; fish is Amphiprion akindynos (photographs: J. Hsieu).
Comments. This species was recorded only out -
side Moreton Bay proper: specimens were com -
mon at all sites dived. It hosts anemonefish
(Fautin & Allen 1992). When fish are present,
most tentacles are swollen into a terminal or
subterminal bulb: bulbs may disappear in
anemones lacking fish. Both clonal and solitary
forms occur.
Further literature. TAXONOMY & DISTRIBUTION: Dunn
(1981); Fautin (1988); Fautin & Allen (1992);
Richardson et al. (1997). BIOLOGY & ECOLOGY: Dunn
(1981, 1985); Fautin (1985, 1986, 1991); Hirose (1985);
Fautin & Allen (1992); den Hartog (1997b); Arvedlund
et al. (1999); Srini vasan et al. (1999); Astalhov (2002);
Scott & Harrison (2005).
Gyractis Boveri, 1893
Definition. Well-developed pedal disc. Column
with longitudinal rows of adhesive verrucae.
Marginal spherules well developed, commonly
digitate. Endodermal marginal sphincter muscle
weak and diffuse, or strong and circumscribed.
Tentacles and mesenteries regularly or irregu -
larly arranged. Siphonoglyphs two or more, some
supported by directive mes enteries. About same
number of mesenteries distally and prox imally.
Mesent erial retractor and parietobasilar
muscles weak to strong, diffuse. Cnidom: spiro -
cysts, basitrichs, micro basic amastigophores,
microbasic p-mastigo phores; in some species
heterotrichs occur near the limbus.
Type species. Gyractis excavata Boveri, 1893.
Gyractis sesere (Haddon & Shackleton, 1893)
(Fig. 10)
Actinioides sesere Haddon & Shackleton, 1893: 126– 127;
Haddon, 1898: 428, pl. 22, figs 8, 9, pl. 28, figs 1, 2.
Gyractis excavata Boveri, 1893: 250–251, figs 3, 4, 6.
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FIG. 10. Gyractis sesere from Adam’s Beach, North Stradbroke  I. Preserved whole
animal, MTQ-G59436. A, view of oral disc (od) showing marginal spherules (ms). B,
side view of column showing adhesive verruca (v). C, D, longitudinal section
through distal column showing: C, diffuse endodermal sphincter muscle (s) and
marginal spherule (ms); D, verrucae (v) with nematocyst (n). (c): coelenteron.
Gyractis pallida Boveri, 1893: 251–252, figs 1, 2, 5.
Actinioides sultana Carlgren, 1900: 43–44, pl. 1, figs 12, 13.
Actinioides rapanuiensis Carlgren, 1922: 151–153, figs
8, 9, 10.
Material Examined. SYNTYPE: Actinioides rapanuiensis,
NHMG-848, Easter I. OTHER MATERIAL: Moreton Bay.
MTQ-G59435, North Stradbroke I., A.-N. Lörz, 2005;
MTQ-G59436, 20 spec., Adam’s Beach, North Strad -
broke I., J. Phillips, 2005.
Appearance. Well developed pedal disc. Col -
umn to 8 mm long (preserved specimens), with
verrucae in longitudinal rows. Fosse shall ow.
Sphincter muscle weak, diffuse tend ing to circum -
scribed. Tentacles to >100, longit udinal muscles
ectodermal; siphonoglyphs weak, not connect -
ed to directive mesenteries. 
Habitat. Intertidal, in crevices on rocky reef
surfaces. 
Distribution. Eastern Africa; Gulf of Aden;
Singa pore; Torres Strait; Western Australia;
Queens land; Hawai’i. Type locality: Mabuiag,
Torres Strait.
Further literature. TAXONOMY & DISTRIBUTION:
Carlgren (1949, 1954); Dunn (1974); Cutress (1977);
Cutress & Arneson (1987); Fautin (1988, 2005).
Macrodactyla Haddon, 1898
Definition. Pedal disc distinct, circular, narrower 
than oral disc. Column with adhesive verrucae
distally, without marginal spherules. Fosse absent
or deep. Endodermal marginal sphincter muscle 
restricted, rather weak. Tentacles long and
stout, about 48, the inner con siderably longer
than the outer. Actinopharynx with two siphono -
glyphs. Six pairs of complete mesenteries, two
of them directives; all fertile; retractor muscles
band-like, restricted. Parieto basilar muscles well
developed, forming a fold. Cnidom: spirocysts,
basitrichs, microbasic p-mastigophores.
Type species. Condylactis aspera Haddon &
Shackleton, 1893.
Macrodactyla doreensis (Quoy & Gaimard, 1833)
(Fig. 11)
Actinia doreensis Quoy & Gaimard, 1833: 149–150, pl.
12, fig. 7.
Condylactis gelam Haddon & Shackleton, 1893: 123– 124.
Material Examined. SYNTYPE:  Condylactis gelam, UMZ-
 Co181, 2 spec., Torres Strait. OTHER MATERIAL:
Moreton Bay. MTQ-G58748, Dunwich, North Strad-
broke I., P. Davie, 2005; AM-G16759, North Strad-
broke I., E. Pope, 1961; AM-G16979, Dunwich, North 
Stradbroke I., E. Pope, 1961. Australia Elsewhere. MTQ- 
G59156, Arafura Sea, Nhulunbuy (Gove), NT, B. & B.
Koenecke, 2005.
Appearance. Pedal disc circular, buried in sand/
mud substrate, not as wide as column. Column
to 150 mm long, distal end broadly flared (Fig.
11C); typically grey with splotches of orange or
entire column orange with creamy yellow
proximal end. Verrucae circular to eye-shaped,
non-adhesive, in longitudinal rows, most endo -
coelic. Fosse pronounced. Oral disc with central,
lipped mouth, sometimes on an elevated cone
(Fig. 11A, B). Each pointed tentacle grey with
pink or mauve tip, may have longitudinal white 
streak (Fig. 11A); sparse, 50–100 mm long; some
with corkscrew form. Tentacles concentrated at
margin of oral disc (Fig. 11B), few tentacles
scattered on oral disc closer to mouth.
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FIG. 11. Macrodactyla doreensis. A, individual in situ on Flat Rock, North Stradbroke I., showing white lips,
patterning of oral disc and tentacles, and tentacle-free central area (photograph: J. Hsieu). B, C, preserved
specimen, MTQ-G58748, from intertidal mudflats, Dunwich, North Stradbroke I.; arrow in B indicates white
siphonoglyph (si).
Habitat. Intertidal and subtidal on mud or sand 
with column partly buried in the substrate. 
Distribution. Japan; Papua New Guinea; Hawai’i; 
northern and eastern Australia, south to
Moreton Bay. Type locality: Manokwari [Port
Dorey], New Guinea.
Further literature. TAXONOMY & DISTRIBUTION:
Moyer (1976); Dunn (1981); Fautin (1988); Fautin &
Allen (1992); den Hartog (1997b); Richardson et al.
(1997). BIOLOGY: Fautin (1991); den Hartog (1997a);
Astalhov (2002).
Oulactis Milne Edwards & Haime, 1851
Definition. Pedal disc well developed. Column 
smooth basally, distally with longitudinal rows 
of verrucae; verrucae below margin small, frond-
 like, close-set on lobes. Fosse distinct. Marginal
spherules present. Endodermal sphincter muscle
diffuse. Tentacles rather short, hexamerously
arranged, their longitudinal mus cles ectodermal.
Two well-developed siphonoglyphs and two
pairs of directive mesenteries. Most mesenteries
complete and fertile (directives may be sterile);
retractor muscles more or less band-like.
Cnidom: spiro cysts, holotrichs, basitrichs, micro -
basic p-mas tigophores. 
Type species: Metridium muscosum Drayton in 
Dana, 1846.
Oulactis muscosa (Drayton in Dana, 1846)
(Fig. 12)
Metridium muscosum Drayton in Dana, 1846: 153–154, 
pl. 5, figs 42, 43.
Oulactis muscosa Milne Edwards & Haime, 1851: 12.
Oulactis plicatus Hutton, 1878: 311–312.
Material Examined. Moreton Bay. MTQ-G58750,
Frenchman’s Beach, DGF, 2005; MTQ-G58756, Cylin- 
der Beach, DGF et al., 2005; QM-G10535, Sandgate,
1951; QM-G31722, Point Lookout, North Stradbroke
I., J.N.A. Hooper et al., 2000. Australia Elsewhere. AM-
G2622, from Straham to Hobart, Tasmania; AM-
G10871, Coogee, NSW; AM-G16868, 2 spec., Forster,
NSW, 2003; AM-G16961, 2–4 spec., Newport, NSW,
2005; AM-G16974, 3 spec., Tasmania, 1958.
Appearance. Pedal disc broader than length of
column, well developed, adhesive. Column to
13 mm long, grey with reddish-brown to dark
green spots on verrucae especially near oral
end, and brown radial stripes near pedal end.
Oral disc dark red, flat, diameter to 10 mm;
tentacles concentrated near margin. Tentacle
length 3 mm in preservation. In live specimens
each tentacle somewhat longer than oral disc
diameter, pale brown with grey-striped white
base. Acrorhagi prominent; distalmost frond-like
verrucae form ruff at margin; sand and shell grit
attached to more proximal verrucae. Cnidom:
spirocysts, holotrichs, basitrichs, microbasic
p-mastigophores.
Habitat. Crevices and rock pools on rocky
platforms. Base of anemone attached deep in
crevice makes collecting difficult.
Distribution. Eastern Australia from southern
Queensland to South Australia; New Zealand.
Type locality: Illawarra, Wollongong, New South
Wales, Australia. 
Comments. Two species of Oulactis are recognised
from Australia (Edgar 1997): O. muscosa occurs
from the east coast to the Spencer Gulf in South
Australia, whereas O. mcmurrichi (Lager, 1911)
occurs from South Australia westward to Perth,
Western Aus tralia. A study is under way to
determine whether these species are distinct
from one another.
Further literature. TAXONOMY & DISTRIBUTION:
Milne Edwards & Haime (1851); Lager (1911); Carlgren
(1949, 1950a, b, 1954); Parry (1951); Cutress (1971);
Dawson (1992); Edgar (1997); Häussermann (2003).




Definition. Pedal disc well developed. Column 
smooth except for central ring of stalked dichoto -
mously ramified outgrowths, which increase in 
number and degree of branching with age of
individual. Hemispheric vesicles containing micro -
basic and macrobasic amastigophores occur on
the stalk near branches, and on the column near 
oral side of the stalk. Stalk with few, longi -
tudinal, very weak bands of en d odermal muscles.
No marginal sphincter mus cle. Margin tentac -
ulate; tentacles not numerous, hexamerously
arranged. Longitudinal muscles of tentacles and
radial muscles of oral disc ecto dermal. Two
distinct siphonoglyhs. Six pairs of complete
mesenteries and several incomplete; two pairs
of directives; retractor muscles weak. Parieto -
basilar muscles very weak. Cnidom: spirocysts, 
basitrichs, microbasic p-mastigophores, micro -
basic amastigophores, macrobasic amastigophores.
Type species: Triactis producta Klunzinger, 1877.
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Triactis producta Klunzinger, 1877
(Fig. 13)
Triactis producta Klunzinger, 1877: 85–86, pl. 6, fig. 8.
Viatrix cincta Haddon & Shackleton, 1893: 117, 127.
Phyllodiscus indicus Stephenson, 1922: 280–281.
Sagartia pugnax Verrill, 1928: 18–19, pls 3B, 4A, fig. 2j.
Material Examined. SYNTYPE: Sagartia pugnax, BPBM-
 D113, Hawai'i. OTHER MATERIAL: Moreton Bay. MTQ-
 G58758, Shark Gutter, M. Preker, 2005. Australia
Elsewhere. MTQ-G59162, Nhulunbuy (Gove), NT,
2005; QM-G5300, Heron I., Qld.
Appearance. Pedal disc well developed. Column
to 60 mm long (6 mm in Moreton Bay specimen),
cylindrical; to 8 stalked hemispherical vesicles
per branch in Moreton Bay specimen. Ten tacles
rather short, in three cycles (12+12+24 = 48).
Pale brown colour due to endodermal zoo -
xanthellae. 
Habitat. Reef surfaces from intertidal to sub -
tidal. Often associated with 'boxer crabs' (Lybia
species) that grasp these anemones in their
specially modified chelae. The Moreton Bay
specimen reported here was unattached.
Distribution. Red Sea; tropical Australia; Hawai’i.
Type locality: Red Sea.
Further literature. TAXONOMY & DISTRIBUTION:
Haddon & Shackleton (1893); Fishelson (1970);
Cutress (1977); Cutress & Arneson (1987); England
(1987); den Hartog (1997a); Paulay et al. (2003).
BIOLOGY & ECOLOGY: Karplus et al. (1998). 
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FIG. 12. Oulactis muscosa. A, specimens in a crevice between two rocks, Cylinder Beach,
North Stradbroke  I. B, individual partly hidden by sand. C, exposed individual surrounded by
mulberry whelks Morula marginalba (photograph: QM). D, preserved individual,
MTQ-G58750, from Frenchman’s Beach, North Stradbroke I., showing broad pedal
disc (pd) and column with adhesive verrucae (v).
PHYMANTHIDAE
Heteranthus Klunzinger, 1877
Definition. Pedal disc well developed. Column,
apart from most proximal part, with verrucae,
which are smaller and more numerous at the
margin, and overhang the fosse. Endo dermal
marginal sphincter muscle weak, circum scribed,
forming only a few folds. Marginal tentacles
conical, simple, arranged in cycles; discal
tentacles much shorter and pap illiform, in
radial rows. Two well-developed siphono -
glyphs. Fairly numerous perfect pairs of mesen -
teries, two pairs of directives; retractor muscles
diffuse, well developed. Parietobasilar muscles
weak to fairly strong. Distribution of gameto -
genic tissue unknown. Cnidom: spirocysts, basi -
trichs, microbasic p-mastigophores. 
Type species: Heteranthus verruculatus Klun -
zinger, 1877.
Heteranthus verruculatus Klunzinger, 1877
(Fig. 14)
Heteranthus verruculatus Klunzinger, 1877: 84, pl. 5,
fig. 9.
Material Examined. SYNTYPES: MNB-1852, SMNH-4861,
Red Sea. OTHER MATERIAL: Moreton Bay. MTQ-G59391,
Bird I., A.-N. Lörz & DGF, 2005; MTQ-G59392, Shag
Rock, G. Carini & I. Fellegara, 2005; MTQ- G59967, Shag
Rock, M. Preker, 2005; MTQ-G59968, Moreton Bay,
2005. Australia Elsewhere. MTQ-G59393, Mystic Sands,
north of Townsville, Qld, ALC & C. Bartlett, 2005.
Appearance. Column to 9 mm length, 11 mm
diameter; pale yellowish-green proximally, greenish--
 brown distally (owing to zooxan thellae); verrucae bright
green with central white spot, becoming tentacle-
 like at margin (Fig. 14A). Oral disc dark greenish-
 brown to sepia, with variable amounts of opaque
white. Marginal tentacles smooth, pointed, inner
longer than outer, pale greenish-brown with no 
patterning or with dense pattern of opaque
white flecks and circular spots; discal tentacles
papilliform, inconspicuous, same colour as oral 
disc .
Habitat. In sand or on rocks, often part-hidden
by sand, from intertidal to subtidal, on coral
reefs and rock platforms.
Distribution. Red Sea; Western Australia;
Queensland; Hawai’i. Type locality: Red Sea.
Comments. This species seems to be common
in Queensland: it occurs both within and
outside Moreton Bay; dense aggregations occur 
in Townsville; and Carlgren (1950c) recorded it
(with some hesitation) from the Great Barrier
Reef.
Further literature. TAXONOMY & DISTRIBUTION:
Haddon (1898); Carlgren (1950c); Cutress (1977); den 
Hartog (1997a). BIOLOGY: Stephenson (1922).
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FIG. 13. Triactis producta. Individual from Shark Gutter, Flat Rock, North Stradbroke I., MTQ-G58758.
A, live in laboratory, showing mid-column projections (p) with stalked hemispherical vesicles (hv)
(photo graph: I. Lawn). B, detail of projections. 
STICHODACTYLIDAE
Stichodactyla Brandt, 1835
Definition. Pedal disc well developed, adher -
ent. Flat, undulating, and broad oral disc
covered with many short tentacles; endocoelic
tent acles radially arrayed, mostly two or more
abreast, to five at margin; rows communicating
with successively higher order endocoels shorter,
more marginal; in most species all tentacles alike,
but single exocoelic ones may be more robust.
Column generally broader than tall, flared part
verrucose. Fosse absent to shallow. Cnidom:
spirocysts, basitrichs, micro basic p-mastigophores.
Type species: Stichodactyla mertensii Brandt,
1835.
Stichodactyla haddoni (Saville-Kent, 1893)
(Fig. 15)
Discosoma Haddoni Saville-Kent, 1893: 32–33, chromo
pl. 2, pl. 21.
Material Examined. Moreton Bay. QM-G10528,
Dunwich, North Stradbroke I., 1951; QM-G309200,
Flinders Reef; QM-G317137, Raby Bay, Cleveland,
S.D. Cook et al., 2000; QM-G327091, Dunwich, North
Stradbroke I., J.N.A. Hooper et al., 2000; QM-G327354,
Well ington Point, S.E. List-Armitage, ALC & C.J. Bartlett.
Australia Elsewhere. MTQ-G55351, Pallarenda, Townsville,
Qld, ALC & PRM, 2005; NTM-C3240, Trepang Bay,
van Dieman Gulf, NT, 1981; NTM-C10010–13,
Ashmore Reef, WA, 1986.
Appearance. Well-developed pedal disc. Oral
disc to 500 mm diameter, undulating, green,
brown, or blue; densely covered with short ten -
tacles (a few mm long, about 1 mm diam eter)
although area around mouth typically tentacle-
 free. Tentacles sticky to touch; basal portion of
tentacle of uniform diam eter, upper portion
bluntly pointed to slightly bulbed; most single
exocoelic tentacles white, about 3 mm diameter. 
Column white, yellow, or light green, widening 
gradually from pedal disc to flared upper
column bearing small non-adhesive verrucae.
Fosse shallow. 
Habitat. Intertidal to subtidal sand or mud flats.
Distribution. Red Sea; eastern Africa; Singa -
pore; northern and eastern Australia south to
More ton Bay; Japan; New Caledonia. Type
locality: Flat Top Island, Great Barrier Reef, off
Mackay, Qld, Australia.
Comments. This is the largest sea anemone in
the Moreton Bay region. It is known as a 'carpet
anemone' in the aquarium trade.
Further literature. TAXONOMY & DISTRIBUTION:
Carlgren (1950c); Dunn (1981, 1985); Fautin (1988);
den Hartog & Vennam (1993); Richardson et al.
(1997); den Hartog (1997a, b); Uchida & Soyama
(2001); Astalhov (2002); Paulay et al. (2003). BIOLOGY
& ECOLOGY: Hadley (1973); Dunn (1981); Hirose
(1985); Fautin (1991); Khan et al. (2003, 2004).
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FIG. 14. Heteranthus verruculatus from Shag Rock, North Stradbroke I., preserved specimen,
MTQ-G59392. A, side view of column indicating tentacle-like verruca (tv) at margin. B, oral disc,
showing pointed marginal tentacles (mt) and papilliform discal tentacles (dt).
Stichodactyla tapetum (Hemprich &
Ehrenberg in Ehrenberg, 1834)
(Fig. 16) 
Actinia (Isacmaea) Tapetum Hemprich & Ehrenberg in
Ehrenberg, 1834: 256.
Homactis rupicola Verrill, 1869b: 71–72.
Discosoma ambonensis Kwietniewski, 1898: 387, 410–412,
413, pl. 29, figs 49–51.
Stoichactis laevis Lager, 1911: 240–241, figs 16, 17.
Stoichactis australis Lager, 1911: 241–243, fig. 18.
Material Examined. HOLOTYPES: Stoichactis australis,
ZMH-5332; Stoichactis laevis, ZMH-5337; Homactis
rupicola, YPM-6854. SYNTYPES: Actinia tapetum, MNB-
 162, 5 spec., MNB-163 3 spec.; SMNH-1157. Discosoma
ambonensis, SMNH-5580. OTHER MATERIAL: Moreton
Bay. AM-G4085, 3 spec., North Stradbroke I., Qld;
AM-G16071, 3 spec., Dunwich, North Stradbroke I.,
Qld, 1961; AM-G16072, 3 spec., Dunwich, North
Stradbroke I., Qld, 1961. Australia Elsewhere. QM-
 G16913, North west I., Cap ricorn Group, Great
Barrier Reef, Qld, 1931.
Appearance. Pedal disc to 30 mm diameter;
oral disc to 100 mm diameter, typically no great -
er than 40 mm. Column length typically about
one half pedal disc diameter, but may be taller.
Tentacles very short, 0.25–0.5 mm diameter; bul -
bous; densely packed, may be arrayed in fields
on entire disc. Two symmet rical siphonoglyphs.
Habitat. In rock crevices on fringing coral reefs; 
on mud and sand flats.
Distribution. Red Sea; Hong Kong; China;
Taiwan; Indonesia; Singapore; tropical eastern
and west ern Australia. Type locality: Red Sea.
Comments. This species does not host anem -
onefish. During the Workshop this species was
not observed inside the Bay, but specimens in
the Australian Museum were collected from
Dun wich, within Moreton Bay, in 1961.
Further literature. TAXONOMY & DISTRIBUTION:
Dunn (1981); den Hartog (1997a); Uchida & Soyama
(2001); Song & Cha (2004).
Heteractis Milne Edwards, 1857
Definition. Pedal disc well developed, adherent,
slightly wider than lower column, narrower
than oral disc. Column length of some eq ual to
oral disc width, of some equal to pedal disc
width. Proximal column smooth, distally with
inconspicuous to prominent verrucae. Fosse
absent to deep. Oral disc hardly retractile, flat to
shallowly undulating. Tentacles on one individual
all alike, sinuous to digitiform; one spec ies has
swellings on lateral and oral surfaces. Usually
more than one tentacle per endocoel. Cnidom:
spirocysts, basitrichs, microbasic p-mastigophores.
Type species: Actinia aurora Quoy & Gaimard, 
1833.
Heteractis malu (Haddon & Shackleton, 1893)
(Fig. 17)
Discosoma Malu Haddon & Shackleton, 1893: 120.
Stichodactis papillosa Kwietniewski, 1898: 415–417, pl. 
28, figs 41–45.
Antheopsis concinnata Lager, 1911: 244–245, fig. 20.
Stichodactis glandulosa Lager, 1911: 246–247, fig. 21.
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FIG. 15. Stichodactyla haddoni. A, individual from Days Gutter, off Moreton I., showing large oral disc with evenly
distributed short tentacles. B, animal on mud flat exposed at very low tide (photograph: QM). 
Stichodactis Kwietniewskii Lager, 1911: 247–248, fig.
22.
Macranthea cookei Verrill, 1928: 12–13, pl. 3, fig. A.
Material Examined. HOLOTYPES: Stichodactis kwiet n iewskii,
ZMH-5342, Barrow I., WA. Discosoma malu, UMZ-Co206,
Torres Strait. Stichodactis glandulosa, SMNH-667, Broome,
WA. SYNTYPE: Antheopsis concinnata, ZMH-5318, Shark
Bay, WA. OTHER MATERIAL: Moreton Bay. MTQ-G58749,
Shag Rock, MM & CCW, 2005; MTQ-G59738, Shag Rock,
G. Carini & I. Fellegara, 2005; MTQ-G59971, Shag Rock, M. 
Preker, 2005; MTQ-G59970, Flat Rock, I. Fellegara, 2005;
MTQ-G59973, Henderson Rock, A.-N. Lörz, 2005;
MTQ-G59972, Manta Ray Bom bies, North Stradbroke I., G.
Carini, 2005; QM-G309201, Days Gutter off Moreton I.,
AIMS/NCI, 1988. Australia Elsewhere. QM-G309350, Cockburn
Sound, WA; WAM-23-76, Shark Bay, WA; WAM-26-76,
Ningaloo, WA. 
Appearance. Pedal disc thin-walled, colourless,
mesenterial insertions seen as light radial lines.
Column to 200 mm long; diameter increases
distally; colour cream; verrucae adhesive. Fosse 
shallow. Oral disc brown, purple, or green, with
white markings; flat in expansion, to 200 mm
diameter, but smaller in Moreton Bay speci -
mens. Mouth 10–20 mm long, slit-like to circular.
Tentacles uniform size, evenly tapered from
base or slightly wider in central region, to 40
mm long and 3 mm diameter when expan ded;
lower portion same colour as oral disc, upper
portion light in some individuals, ringed with
several broad white bands in others, or white in
centre third and green at end; tip may be mauve 
or red; grey-green in contraction due to endo -
dermal zooxanthellae.
Habitat. Reef environments, commonly bur -
rowed into soft sediment.
Distribution. Indonesia; Papua New Guinea;
Japan; Hawai’i; Australia from Broome to Point 
Peron in Western Australia, Torres Strait to More -
ton Bay in Queensland. Type locality: Torres Strait, 
Australia. 
Further literature. TAXONOMY & DISTRIBUTION:
Dunn (1981); Fautin (1988); Fautin & Allen (1992);
Uchida & Soyama (2001). BIOLOGY & ECOLOGY: Dunn 
(1981); Fautin (1991); den Hartog (1997b); Arvedlund 
et al. (1999); Astalhov (2002).
Heteractis crispa (Hemprich & Ehrenberg in
Ehrenberg, 1834)
(Fig. 18)
Actinia crispa Hemprich & Ehrenberg in Ehrenberg,
1834: 260, pl. 8, fig. 1.
Actinia paumotensis Couthouy in Dana, 1846: 141, pl.
3, fig. 25.
Discosoma macrodactylum Haddon & Shackleton, 1893: 
117, 120–121.
Radianthus Kükenthali Kwietniewski, 1896: 389–390.
Discosoma tuberculata Kwietniewski, 1898: 387, 412–
413, pl. 28, figs 46–48.
Radianthus lobatus Kwietniewski, 1898: 387, 414–415,
pl. 28, figs 38–40.
Material Examined. HOLOTYPE: Radianthus lobatus,
PMJ-Coel69. LECTOTYPE: Actinia paumotensis, USNM-1690.
SYNTYPES: Discosoma macrodactylum, UMZ [no catalogue
number], 3 spec., Torres Strait. Discosoma tuberculata,
PMJ-Coel65, 3 spec., SMNH-5881, Ambon. Radianthus
kükenthali, SMF-101; SMNH-5686; MNB-3579; PMJ-
 Coel67; PMJ-Coel68. OTHER MATERIAL: Moreton Bay.
MTQ-G59969, Flat Rock, M. Preker, 2005. Australia
Elsewhere. QM- G309064, Big Broadhurst Reef, off
Townsville, Qld; CAS-010397, Heron I., Qld.
Appearance. Column widens gradually from
pedal disc, flared at oral end; texture leathery,
grey, each prominent verruca with raised rim.
Fosse shallow or absent. Expanded specimens
about as long as oral disc diameter. Oral disc
flat, to 500 mm diameter. Tentacles sinuous,
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FIG. 16. Stichodactyla tapetum. A-C (photographed in Singapore waters, but typical of those found in Moreton
Bay. (photographs: Ria Tan, wildsingapore.com)
tapering to pointed tip; length generally a
quarter to a third oral disc diameter, inner may
be longer than outer; same colour as oral disc,
some with pink, mauve, or blue tip. Mouth
elongate. Actinopharynx white to yellow with
two deep white siphonoglyphs. Base adherent,
generally flat, rarely exceeding diameter of
lower column. 
Habitat. Reef environment. May be attached to
branching coral, but column commonly buried
in sediment with oral disc at surface.
Distribution. Red Sea; Seychelles; Micronesia;
Melanesia; Japan; Australia northern and eastern
coasts; French Polynesia. Type locality: Red Sea. 
Comments. The leathery texture of the column is
one of the distinguishing features of this species.
Further literature. TAXONOMY & DISTRIBUTION:
Haddon & Shackleton (1893); Dunn (1981, 1985);
Hirose (1985); Fautin (1988); Fautin & Allen (1992);
den Hartog (1997a, b); Richardson et al. (1997);
Paulay et al. (2003). BIOLOGY: Dunn (1981); Hirose
(1985); Fautin (1991); Astalhov (2002); Hermansen et
al. (2005); Scott & Harrison (2005).
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FIG. 17. Heteractis malu. A, individual in situ at Flat Rock, North Stradbroke I. (photograph: J. Hsieu).
B, individual from Shag Rock, North Stradbroke I., MTQ-G58749, in aquarium, showing sturdy
cylindrical tentacles arranged most densely around margin (photograph: G. Cranitch).
FIG. 18. Heteractis crispa from Flat Rock, North Stradbroke I., preserved juvenile specimen,
MTQ-G59969. A, oral disc, showing tentacles concentrated around outer edge; B, side view of
column, showing flaring upper section with conspicuous verrucae (v).
DIADUMENIDAE
Diadumene Stephenson, 1920
Definition. Pedal disc well developed. Smooth
column divisible into scapus and capitulum,
separated by collar; scapus with cinclides. Mar -
gin of capitulum tentaculate. No distinct marginal
sphincter muscle. Tentacles long, numerous, more
or less regularly arranged, imperfectly or not at
all retractile; some or all inner tentacles may
form catch-tentacles; some outer tentacles with
macrobasic amastigophores. Six or a few more
perfect pairs of mesenteries; mesenteries more
numerous distally than prox imally; retractor
muscles diff use, more or less restricted. Perfect
mesenteries and the stronger imperfect ones fertile.
Pariet obasilar and basilar muscles weak. Acontia 
well developed, with basi trichs and microbasic
p-mastigophores. Cnidom: spirocysts, basitr ichs,
holo trichs, microbasic p-mastigo phores, microbasic
amastigophores, macro basic amastigophores.
Type species: Sagartia schilleriana Stoliczka, 1869.
Diadumene sp.
(Fig. 19)
Material Examined. MTQ-G59437, 15 spec., French -
man’s Beach, North Stradbroke I., Moreton Bay, J.
Phillips, 2005.
Appearance. Pedal disc diameter 1.2–2.8 mm.
Column 1.0–4.4 mm long and 1.0–1.4 mm diam -
eter, pale brown in life. Oral disc diameter 0.8–1.8
mm, darker brown centrally. Tentacles number
44–58; one specimen had a catch tentacle.
Habitat. Underside of rocks in the intertidal
zone; one attached to algal frond. 
HORMATHIIDAE
Calliactis Verrill, 1869
Definition. Pedal disc well developed. Column 
smooth, not differentiated or only slightly differ -
entiated into scapus (often with a weak cuticle)
and scapulus, often thick; some proximal cinclides
do not pierce body wall. Radial muscles of oral
disc more or less emb edded in the mesogloea.
Marginal sphincter muscle strong. Tentacles
rather short, conical; more numerous than mes -
en teries at the base; longitudinal muscles ecto -
dermal. Two broad siphonoglyphs. Six pairs of
complete and sterile mesenteries, two pairs of
directives; retractor muscles fairly weak, diffuse. 
Pariet obasilar and basilar muscles weak or rath -
er well developed. Often commensal with hermit
crabs. Cnidom: spirocysts, basitrichs, micro basic
p-mastigophores. 
Type species: Actinia decorata Couthoy in Dana,
1846.
Calliactis polypus (ForsskDl, 1775)
(Fig. 20)
Priapus polypus ForsskDl, 1775: 102.
Actinia decorata Couthoy in Dana, 1846: 139–140, pl.
3, fig. 24.
Adamsia miriam Haddon & Shackleton, 1893: 117,
130–131.
Calliactis armillatas Verrill, 1928: 20–21, pl. 4B.
Calliactis valdiviae Carlgren, 1949: 97.
Material Examined. SYNTYPES: Calliactis armillatas,
BPBM-D295, D299, D114, Hawai'i. OTHER MATERIAL: 
Moreton Bay. MTQ-G58757, Henderson Rock, C.
Buxton & A.-N. Lörz, 2005.
Appearance. Pedal disc follows contour of
gastropod shell to which it is attached; to 50
mm diameter. Column 7–14 mm long, maroon,
divided into very short smooth scapulus and
thicker-walled scapus; small tubercles near distal
end; mesenterial insertions visible through col -
umn near limbus. Perforate cinclides on prom -
inent white tubercles arranged in a single circle
above base. Thin cuticle present, especially near 
base. Tentacles numerous, smooth, conical, inner
longer than outer; occupy marginal third of oral 
disc. Oral disc flat, circular, diameter 7–20 mm;
central mouth with two prominent siphono -
glyphs. 
Habitat. Attached to shell of hermit crab; may
be more than one anemone per shell. 
Distribution. Red Sea; Indian Ocean; tropical
Pacific Ocean. Type locality: Ghomfodam, Red
Sea.
Comments. Specimens in the Australian Museum
not identified to species may belong to this
species. England (1971) synonymised many
species from throughout the Indo-Pacific because
of considerable morphological overlap among
them, but it is likely there is more than one
species (Fautin et al., 2007a).
Further literature. TAXONOMY & DISTRIBUTION:
Carlgren (1938, 1950c); England (1971); Cutress (1977);
Cutress & Arneson (1987); Pei (1996); den Hartog
(1997a); Paulay et al. (2003). BIOLOGY: Reimer (1973).
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FIG. 19. Diadumene sp. from Frenchman’s Beach, North Stradbroke I., MTQ-G59437. A-D whole
specimen in the laboratory. A, showing pedal disc (pd) and scapus (sc) section of column without
projections, and blunt catch tentacle (ct) among regular tentacles. B, oral disc showing the catch
tentacle, which is opaque. C, specimen attached to algae, showing scapus (sc) and capitulum (ca)
separated by collar. D, close-up of scapus at collar showing cinclide (cn). E, longitudinal section
showing collar region, capitulum (ca), and tentacles (t).
SAGARTIIDAE
Verrillactis England, 1971
Definition. Pedal disc well developed, adhesive.
Column smooth or with ectodermal invagin -
ations that do not pierce column wall; divisible
into scapus and scapulus. Mesenteries arranged
hexamerously or irregularly; number at base
about twice that at margin; 6–12 pairs complete
and sterile. One or two siphon oglyphs; may not 
be supported by directives. Mesogloeal marginal
sphincter muscle strong. Inner tentacles longer
than outer; some form catch tentacles bearing
large holotrichs. Acon tia with basitrichs and
microbasic amastigo phores. Symbiotic with
hermit crabs, which are often associated also
with Calliactis polypus. Cnidom: spiro cysts,
basitrichs, holotrichs, microbasic amastigophores,
microbasic p-mastigophores.
Type species: Sagartia paguri Verrill, 1869.
Verrillactis paguri (Verrill, 1869) 
(Fig. 21)
Sagartia Paguri Verrill, 1869b: 57.
Material Examined. Moreton Bay. MTQ-G59434,
Henderson Rock, C. Buxton & A.-N. Lörz, 2005.
Appearance. Pedal disc 20 mm x 18 mm, adher -
ent to hermit crab shell. Column white; 3 mm
long. Marginal sphincter muscle almost com -
pletely fills margin, tapers from ectodermal
side proximally. Tentacles conical, smooth,
inner longer and thicker than outer; no catch
tentacles on Moreton Bay specimens. 
Habitat. Lives along aperture of gastropod shell
inhabited by hermit crab. 
Distribution. Maldives; Taiwan Strait; Korea;
Micronesia; eastern Australia; French Polyne -
sia. Type locality: Taiwan Strait, Taiwan.
Comments. Moreton Bay specimens were
attached to a shell inhabited by a hermit crab
and to which specimens of Calliactis polypus
were attached also; anemones of the two species
occupied different parts of the shell.
Further literature. TAXONOMY & DISTRIBUTION:
Verrill (1869b); McMurrich (1903); Carlgren (1949);
England (1971, 1987); Cutress & Arneson (1987);
Song (1992, 2000); den Hartog (1997a); Song & Lee
(1998); Cha & Song (2001); Uchida & Soyama (2001).
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FIG. 20. Calliactis polypus from Henderson Rock, MTQ-G58757. A, two specimens on gastropod shell. B,
detail of larger specimen, showing cinclides (cn) on white protuberances (pr), tentacles (t) and central mouth
(m) (photograph: I. Lawn).
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